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INTRODUCTION
For more than 20 years Galois coverings have been one of the most
efficient techniques in contemporary representation theory of algebras
over a field and matrix problems and have been used successfully in
solutions of various classification and theoretical problems. They were
Ž originally invented for studying representation-finite algebras see 1, 15,
.17, 20 . Later, the Galois covering techniques were adopted for the
Ž    .representation-infinite case see 1012 ; also 3, 4, 6 and were effectively
 applied in 16, 19, 28, 30, 31 . In the meantime, they also became a useful
 tool for studying matrix problems 9, 14, 2325 .
The Galois covering method, also in the infinite-representation case,
often allows us to reduce the description of the module category of an
algebra A, in particular, the classification of indecomposables or at least
determining the representation type of A, to the analogous problems for
˜its cover category A, which are usually simpler. Therefore especially
important, because of these applications, are results which are a specializa-
Ž .tion of the conjecture under some extra assumptions saying that, for a
˜given Galois covering F: A A with a group G, A is representation-tame
˜ Ž  provided that so is A. It is shown in 11 that if A is representation-tame
˜.then so is A. This conjecture has been stimulating research in this topic
area for many years. Its positive solution was announced by Drozd and
1 The author was supported by Polish KBN Grant 2 P03A 007 12.
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Ovsienko several years ago, but to the author’s knowledge a written
version of the proof is still not available.2
 One can find the above-mentioned results in 3, 4, 6, 1012, 19 . Almost
all of them refer to a deeper understanding of the structure of modules
˜over the algebra A in terms of A and are based on the description of
Ž .indecomposable A-modules of the second kind w.r.t. F , i.e., those
indecomposables which are not in the image of the so-called ‘‘push-down’’
functor associated with F. A closer analysis of Galois covering functors
Ž .leads to the concept of the G-atom see 1.2 which in this respect plays an
essential role. This description strongly uses the fact that the G-atom B
usually yields an embedding of the representation category of the stabilizer
G of B into the module category of A. This is especially interesting if theB
stabilizers of infinite G-atoms are infinite cyclic groups. Then we deal in
fact with the module categories of a Laurent polynomial algebra in one
variable and in this way we obtain one-parameter families of indecompos-
able A-modules which in good situations exhaust the whole class of
indecomposable A-modules of the second kind. In the quoted theorems
the conditions in assumptions are usually phrased in terms of G-atoms;
also, the proofs depend heavily on this notion.
In this context several natural questions concerning G-atoms, which
seemed to be very important, arose. The so-called ‘‘stabilizer conjecture,’’
strongly related to the previous one, was one of them. It was formulated
almost 15 years ago by A. Skowronski and the present author during the´
Ž .Durham symposium ‘‘Representations of Algebras’’ 1985 and said that
Žthe stabilizers of infinite G-atoms called there weakly-G-periodic modules
˜ .12 for the representation-tame Galois covering A were cyclic.
The problem of determining the groups occurring as stabilizers of
G-atoms for locally bounded representation-tame categories remained
open until now. The main goal of this paper is to prove the ‘‘stabilizer
Žconjecture’’ for torsion-free groups, precisely formulated below see Sec-
.tion 1 for the definitions . The problem for finite G-atoms was solved in
 15 . Note that the restriction imposed on the group is natural because of
   15, 3.5 and 16 . The considered case is very general since it is expected
 29, Problem 5 that if a representation-tame algebra A admits a Galois
˜covering by a simply-connected A then its group G is torsion-free.
MAIN THEOREM. Let R be a locally bounded representation-tame category
Ž .oer an algebraically closed field k and GAut R a torsion-free group ofk
k-linear automorphisms acting freely on R. Then the stabilizer G of anyB
infinite G-atom B is an infinite cyclic group.
2 Ž .In March 2000 several months after the submission of this paper the author obtained
the preprint by Yu. A. Drozd and S. A. Ovsienko, ‘‘Coverings of tame boxes,’’ Max-Planck-
Institute, Bonn, which contains a proof of the conjecture.
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 This theorem was announced in 7 . Most of the results contained in this
paper were presented during seminar lectures at Paderborn University in
July 1997 and at Torun University in October 1997.´
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to a short review
of basic definitions and facts concerning Galois coverings. Here also the
notation used in the paper is fixed. In Section 2 the concept of the
Žn-flower is introduced, and the first embedding theorem for flowers see
.Theorem 2.3 , implying in particular that the supports of indecomposable
locally finite-dimensional modules over tame categories cannot be infinite
n-flowers, for n 5, is formulated. Section 3 is devoted to studying the
Ž .extension embeddings see Theorem 3.3 . The concept of a neighborhood
with respect to an indecomposable locally finite-dimensional module and
techniques of excision and gluing of indecomposable modules over flowers
are introduced in Section 4. In Section 5 the second embedding theorem
Ž .for flowers see Theorem 5.1 is proved and then applied in the proof of
Theorem 2.3. The Section 6 is devoted to the proof of the Main Theorem.
ŽHere a useful characterization of the infinite cyclic group is given see
.Theorem 6.1 . The major part of this section is occupied by the proof of
Theorem 6.6 which is the most important ingredient of the proof of our
main result.
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Now we briefly recall the situation we deal with. Throughout the paper
 we use in principle the notation and definitions established in 4, 7 .
Ž .1.1. Let k be a field not necessarily algebraically closed and R
be a locally bounded k-category, i.e., all objects of R have local endo-
morphism rings, different objects are nonisomorphic, and both sums
Ž . Ž .Ý dim R x, y and Ý dim R y, x are finite for each x R,y R k y R k
Ž .where R x, y is the k-linear space of morphisms from x to y in R. By an
R-module we mean a contravariant k-linear functor from R to the cate-
gory of all k-vector spaces. An R-module M is locally finite-dimensional
Ž . Ž . Žresp., finite-dimensional if dim M x is finite for each x R resp., thek
Ž . .dimension dim MÝ dim M x of M is finite . We denote byk x R k
Ž .MOD R the category of all R-modules, by Mod R resp., mod R the full
Ž .subcategory of all locally finite-dimensional resp. finite-dimensional R-
Ž .modules, and by Ind R resp., ind R the full subcategory of all indecom-
Ž .posable R-modules in Mod R resp. mod R . By the support of an object
M in MOD R we mean the full subcategory supp M of R formed by the
 Ž . 4set x R : M x  0 . We denote by J the Jacobson radical of theR
category Mod R.
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1.2. Let G be a group of k-linear automorphisms of R acting freely
on objects of R. Then G acts on the category MOD R by translations
gŽ . g 	1	 , which assign to each M in MOD R the R-module MM g and
to each f : MN in MOD R the R-homomorphism g f : gMgN given by
Ž Ž 	1Ž ...the family f g x of k-linear maps.x R
Given M in MOD R, the subgroup
G  gG : gM
M 4M
of G is called the stabilizer of M.
Let R RG be the orbit category which is again the locally bounded
Ž  .k-category see 15 . We can study the module category mod R in terms of
the category Mod R. The tool at our disposal is the pair of functors
F
MOD R  MOD R ,
F
where F : MOD RMOD R is the ‘‘pull-up’’ functor associated with the

canonical Galois covering functor F : R R, assigning to each X in
MOD R the R-module XF, and the ‘‘push-down’’ functor F : MOD R
GMOD R is the left adjoint to F . Denote by Mod R the category
 f
Ž .consisting of pairs M,  , where M is a locally finite-dimensional R-mod-
ule such that supp M is contained in a union of a finite number of
Ž  .G-orbits of G in R and  is an R-action of G on M see 3, 15 . The
functor F associating with any X in mod R the R-module F X endowed
 
with the trivial R-action of G yields the equivalence
Gmod R
Mod R .f
Now it is not difficult to observe that an important role in an under-
standing of the nature of objects from ModG R, and consequently fromf
 mod R, is played by the G-atoms. Recall from 3 that an indecomposable
Ž .R-module B in Mod R with local endomorphism ring is called a G-atom
Ž . Ž .over R provided supp B is G -stable consists of finitely many G -orbitsB B
Ž . Žin R. The G-atom B is said to be finite resp. infinite if G equivalentlyB
. Ž .supp B is finite resp. infinite .
Denote by A a fixed set of representatives of isoclasses of all G-atoms in
Mod R, by A a fixed set of representatives of G-orbits of the inducedo
action of G on A, and for any B A denote by S a fixed set ofB
representatives of left cosets of G modulo G , containing the unit e idB R
Ž of the group G. One can show repeating the arguments from 12, Proof of
Proposition 2.3; 12, Proof of Lemma 2.4 , and applying the uniqueness of
.decomposition into a direct sum of indecomposables in Mod R that the
Gcategory mod R is equivalent via F to the full subcategory of Mod R
 f
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Ž . Ž .formed by all possible pairs M ,  , where n n is a sequence ofn B B Ao
natural numbers, such that almost all n are zeros, M is an R-moduleB n
given by the formula
M  g B nB ,Ž . n ž /
gSBA Bo
and  is an arbitrary R-action of G on M .n
ŽSuppose that a G-atom B admits an R-action  of G on itself this isB
.always the case if the group G is free ; then F B carries the structure ofB 
the kG -R-bimodule, which is finitely generated free as a left kG -module,B B
Ž  .where kG is the group algebra of G over k see 12, 3.6 . This bimoduleB B
induces a functor
B 	 F B : mod kG mod R ,kG  BB
  Ž which is a representation embedding in the sense of 26 see 4, Proposi-
. Ž .tion 2.3 , provided the factor field of End B is equal to k. Note that ifR
G is an infinite cyclic group then kG is isomorphic to the LaurentB B
 	1 polynomial algebra k T , T . If all infinite G-atoms have cyclic stabilizers
 B4 then the functors  , where A consists of all infinite G-atoms inB A oo
A , induce the representation embedding functoro
A 	1o   : mod k T , T mod R
BAo
Ž  . Ž  .see 4, 2.2 , which in good situations see 3, 4, 6, 12 yields a description
Žof all indecomposable R-modules being out of the image Im F the
.so-called second kind modules with respect to F .
The above considerations clearly show that the shape of stabilizers of
G-atoms supplies important and deep information on the category mod R.
1.3. The following notation is used in the paper.
Given a full subcategory C of R and an R-module M we denote by MC
the C-module which is the restriction of M to C.
Ž .We say that a full subcategory C of R is nontrivial resp. trivial
Ž .provided the set ob C of all objects of C is nonempty resp. empty .
Let C and C be full subcategories of a locally bounded k-category R.1 2
Ž .We denote by C  C resp. C  C and C  C the full subcategory1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .of R formed by the union resp. intersection and difference of the sets
ob C and ob C . The notation C  C means that ob C is contained in1 2 1 2 1
Ž .ob C . The subcategories C and C are called disjoint resp. orthogonal2 1 2
Ž Ž . Ž .if ob C  ob C  resp., R x, y  0 R y, x for all x ob C ,1 2 1
.y ob C . The union C  C is said to be a disjoint union and then2 1 2
denoted by C  C , provided C and C are disjoint.1 2 1 2
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Let A be a k-algebra. Then the Jacobson radical of A is denoted by
Ž . Ž .J A . For any m, n we denote by M A the set of all m n-mn
Ž .matrices with coefficients in A and by M A the algebra of all squaren
n n-matrices with coefficients in A.
² :Let H be a group. Then for any subset X of H we denote by X the
subgroup of H generated by X. For any subgroup H of H the index
Ž .   Žresp. centralizer, normalizer of H in H is denoted by H : H resp.
Ž . Ž ..Z H , N H .H H
 For any set X we denote by X the cardinality of X.
2. THE FIRST EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR FLOWERS
2.1. Concerning infinite G-atoms, an important role is played by a
certain class of locally bounded k-categories.
DEFINITION. A connected locally bounded k-category R is called an
n-flower, for n, provided there exists a family of full subcategories
R , R , . . . , R of R satisfying the following conditions:0 1 n
Ž .F0 R R  R   R ,0 1 n
Ž .F1 R is finite and nontrivial,0
Ž .F2 R , . . . , R are pairwise orthogonal.1 n
Ž .An n-flower is called infinite resp. finite provided that
Ž . Ž .F3 R , . . . , R are infinite resp. finite .1 n
An n-flower is called nondegenerate provided
Ž .F4 R , . . . , R are nontrivial.1 n
Ž .Remark. 1 If R is a nondegenerate n-flower then it is a nondegen-
erate m-flower for every m such that m n.
Ž .2 Any connected subcategory S of an n-flower R such that S R0
is nontrivial is equipped with the standard induced n-flower structure
defined by subcategories S  S R , i 0, 1, . . . , n.i i
Ž .2.2. Given a set X we denote by F X a free group generated by the
set X. The following fact yields a natural class of examples of infinite
n-flowers.
Ž .LEMMA. Let R be a locally bounded k-category and GAut R ak
noncommutatie free group of k-linear automorphisms acting freely on R such
that G has only a finite number of orbits in R. Then R has a structure of an
infinite n-flower for eery n.
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Ž .Proof. Suppose that G F X for some X. For any wG denote by
Ž .l w the length of the noncancelable word representing w and set G w
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4  Ž . 4w : l w  l w  l  . For any s set G   G : l   s , Gs  s
 Ž . 4  Ž . 4  G : l   s , and G   G : l   s . s
  Ž .We assume first that X  2. Fix a finite set R of representatives ofo
Ž .G-orbits in R. Let m be the maximum of length l w for all wG such
Ž .that R x, wy  0 for some x, y R . The existence of m follows fromo
the fact that R is finite and G acts freely on the locally bounded categoryo
R. Note that m 1 since R is connected. We prove that for every s,
Žs  1, the subcategories R  G R and R  G o  m s	1 o w w
. s	1G R , wG , define on R a structure of an infinite 4  3 -flower.ms	1 o s
Observe first that G splits into a disjoint union
GG  G GŽ .ms	1 w ms	1
wGs
of subsets since we have the obvious splittings GG Gms	1 ms	1
and GG  G . Consequently, R splits into a disjoint union s wG ws
R R  R0 w
wGs
  s	1of subcategories. It is not hard to check that G  4  3 . Since R isw 0
nontrivial and all R , wG , are infinite it remains only to show that Rw s w
are pairwise orthogonal. Fix any x, y R ; w , w G ; w  w ; ando 1 2 s 1 2
Ž . Ž .w  G G , w  G G . Then l  , l  m1 1 w ms	1 2 2 w ms	1 1 22 2
	 1, and in the canonical presentation w  wu , w  wu , where w is a1 1 2 2
maximal common divisor of w and w from the left, both u and u are1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž 	1 	1 .nontrivial. Now we obtain that R w  x, w  y 
 R x,  u u  y  01 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž 	1 	1 . Ž 	1 . Ž 	1 . Ž . Ž . Ž .since l  u u   l   l u  l u  l   2 m	 1  21 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
m 1. In this way R carries the required structure.
To prove a general case it is enough to fix a splitting X X  X 	 into
a disjoint union of two nonempty subsets and then repeat the arguments
from the first part of the proof.
Remark. By Lemma 6.9 it follows that under assumptions of Lemma
Ž 4.2.2 G is isomorphic to F x , . . . , x for some n.1 n
2.3. For any n we denote by 
 the path category of the quivern
below:
1
2



0
n
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THEOREM. Let R be an infinite n-flower oer an algebraically closed field
k for some n. Suppose that R admits a sincere indecomposable locally
finite dimensional R-module. Then there exists a faithful representation embed-
Ž  .ding functor in the sense of 26
E : mod 
 mod R .n
In particular, R is wild if n 5.
 By 13, Lemma 7 and Theorem we obtain immediately
COROLLARY. Let R be a representation-tame locally bounded category
oer an algebraically closed field k. Then R admits no representation M in
Ind R such that supp M is an infinite n-flower, for n 5.
ŽThe proof needs some preparation and will be given in Section 5 see
.5.5 .
2.4. By the same arguments Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.2 imply a
Ž .weaker form of the main result cf. Theorem 6.10 .
COROLLARY. Let R be a locally bounded category oer an algebraically
Ž .closed field k and GAut R a group of k-linear automorphisms actingk
freely on R. Suppose there exist an infinite G-atom B such that the stabilizer
G is a noncommutatie free group. Then R is wild.B
In particular, if R is representation-tame and G is a noncommutatie free
group then the stabilizer G of any infinite G-atom B is an infinite cyclicB
group.
Ž  .Remark. It is well-known see 11, Proposition 2 that if R is wild then
Ž .so is the orbit category RG. Assume that G acts freely on ind R 
 ,
Ž . Ž  then in fact the category mod RG is already wild see 12 for a1
Ž . Ž ..definition of mod RG and mod RG . In case there exists a G-atom1 2
Ž .B such that G is a noncommutative free group, not only mod RG butB 1
Ž . Balso the category mod RG is wild since then the functor  	2 kG B
Ž . Ž F B : mod kG mod RG induces a representation embedding see 4, B
.Proposition 2.3 .
2.5. The following two examples of representation-tame 5-flowers
show the importance of assumptions in Theorem 2.3.
EXAMPLE 1. Let R be the canonical Galois covering with the group
Ž 4.   Ž 2 3.F x, y of the local special biserial algebra k X, Y  XY, X , Y , where
 by k X, Y is the polynomial algebra in two commuting variables. R is a
connected locally bounded k-category equipped with the free action of
Ž 4.F x, y . By Lemma 2.2 R carries a structure of an infinite 5-flower. The
category R is special biserial, consequently R is representation-tame. One
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can show that R does not admit a sincere indecomposable representation
in Mod R.
EXAMPLE 2. Let R kQI, where KQ is the path category of the
quiver Q,
   
   
gc fb

 ea d
and I is the ideal in kQ generated by the path ad. The category R is in an
obvious way a finite nondegenerate 5-flower. One can easily construct a
sincere indecomposable representation of R. The category R is a repre-
sentation-tame regular one-point extension of a hereditary Euclidean
˜ Ž  .category of type  see 22 .5
For further discussion of the question of when a finite 5-flower is wild
we refer the reader to Theorem 5.1.
3. THE EXTENSION EMBEDDING THEOREM
In this section, using the extension group technique we will construct
certain representation embeddings of the category mod 
 into the cate-r
gory mod R.
3.1. Let M , . . . , M ; N , . . . , N be nonzero R-modules, M1 m 1 n
m M , Nn N , andi ji1 j1
e : 0N EM 0
be an exact sequence in MOD R with the extension class
m n
1 1   e  e  Ext M , N  Ext M , N .Ž . Ž .Ž . i , j R R i j1im , 1jn
i1 j1
In our proofs we will apply the following simple observation.
Remark. If the middle term E of the exact sequence e is an indecom-
 4 Ž  4.posable R-module then for every i 1, . . . , m resp. j 1, . . . , n there
 4 Ž  4.   1 Ž .exists j 1, . . . , n resp. i 1, . . . , m such that e  Ext M , N isi, j R i j
nonzero.
 3.2. Let M, N be R-modules. Then following 7, 4.1 the extension
1 Ž .group Ext M, N can be interpreted in terms of Hochschild cohomology,R
Ext1 M , N 
Der R , Hom M , N Der 0 R , Hom M , N , *Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .R k k k k
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Ž . opwhere by Hom M, N we mean the R  R-bimodule defined by thek
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .. Žmapping x, y Hom M x , N y and by Der R, Hom M, N resp.k k k
0Ž Ž ...Der R, Hom M, N we mean the k-linear space consisting of allk k
Ž . Ž . Ž k-derivations resp. inner derivations from R to Hom M, N see also 2,k
  Corollary 4.4 and 18, 2.7 in the classical situation of modules over
.k-algebras .
Ž .Recall that by a k-deriation from R to Hom M, N we mean ak
‘‘diagonal’’ linear map
 : R x , y  Hom M y , N xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 
x , yob R x , yob R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that  sr N r  s   r M s for all r R x, y , s R y, z ,
Ž .and x, y, z ob R. The derivation  is inner provided  inn  for
Ž Ž . Ž ..some family   : M x  N x of k-linear maps, wherex ob R
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .inn  r   M r 	N r  for x, y ob R and r R x, y .x y
Ž . The k-linear isomorphism * is induced by the mapping  e associ-
Ž Ž ..ating with any Der R, Hom M, N the canonical exact sequencek k
e : 0N EM 0,
where the R-module E is defined as
E x N x M xŽ . Ž . Ž .
for x ob R and as
N r  rŽ . Ž .
E r Ž . ž /0 M rŽ .
Ž .for r R x, y .
Let N , N , . . . , N be R-modules, Nr N , and0 1 r ii1
r
1 1     e  e , . . . , e  Ext N , N  Ext N , NŽ . Ž .Ž . 1 r R 0 R i 0
i1
  1 Ž .be a fixed extension class with components e  Ext N , N , i 1, . . . , r.i R i 0
Ž Ž ..We fix a derivation Der R, Hom N, N with components  k k 0 i
Ž Ž ..     Der R, Hom N , N , i 1, . . . , r, such that e  e . Then followingk k i 0
 7 we can define a k-linear functor
E E  : mod 
 mod Rr
Ž  .as follows comp. 21, 27 .
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We fix a set of representatives of all isoclasses in mod 
 consisting ofr
Ž nimatrix representations of S i.e., 
 -modules of the form A A : k r r i
n0. Ž . Žk , where A M k for every i 1, . . . , r all matrix repre-i1, . . . , r i n n0 i
.sentations form a set . Denote by mod 
 the full subcategory of mod 
0 r r
formed by this set. First we construct a functor E : mod 
 mod R and0 0 r
then we extend it to E : mod 
 mod R by composing E with a fixedr 0
quasi-inverse functor to the embedding mod 
 mod 
 .0 r r
Ž ni n0.Let A A : k  k be in mod 
 . Denote by A a k-i i1, . . . , r 0 r
Ž Ž r n i n0..derivation in Der R, Hom  N , N corresponding under thek k i1 i 0
standard identification
r r
n ni 0Der R , Hom N , N  M Der R , Hom N , NŽ .Ž .Ž . k k i 0 n n k k i 00 iž /ž /i1 i1
Ž Ž Ž ...to the family A  M Der R, Hom N , N , i 1, . . . , r, of ma-i i n n k k i 00 i
Ž . Ž .Ž s, t .trices, where the s, t -component  A of the matrix  A is equal toi i i i
Ž .Ž s, t .  4  4A  for any s 1, . . . , n , t 1, . . . , n . Then we seti i 0 i
E A  E Ž A . ,Ž .0
where E Ž A . is the middle term of the canonical exact sequence
r
Ž A . n Ž A . n0 ie : 0N  E  N  0.0 i
i1
Let  : A A be a 
 -homomorphism in mod 
 given by the familyr 0 r
Ž ni ni.of k-linear  : k  k of k-linear maps, where A i i0, . . . , r
Ž n i n0 . Ž  ni n0 . A : k  k , A  A : k  k , and  i i1, . . . , n i i1, . . . , r i
Ž .  4M k for every i 0, 1, . . . , r . It is easy to check that the familyn ni i
r r r n ni i
  id : N x  N xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .˜   i N Ž x . i iiž /i0 i0 i0 xob R
Ž . Ž .of k-linear maps defines an R-homomorphism from E A to E A .0 0
Then we set
E    .Ž . ˜0
It is easy to check the following.
PROPOSITION. The mapping E defines a k-linear functor E : mod 
 0 0 0 r
Ž .mod R consequently, also E : mod 
 mod R .r
3.3. Now we can formulate the main result of this section.
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 THEOREM. Let N , N , . . . , N be indecomposables in mod R and e 0 1 r
1 Ž r .   1 Ž .Ext  N , N an extension class with components e  Ext N , N ,R i 0 i R i 0i1
i 1, . . . , r. Then the functor E : mod 
 mod R is a faithful representa-r
Ž .tion embedding; in particular, R is wild for r 5, proided the list L 
Ž . Ž . Ž .L1, L2, L3, L4 or L  L1, L2, L3, L4 of conditions is satisfied, where
L1, L2, L2, L3, L4, L4 are listed below.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..L1 End N J End N 
 k for eery i 0, 1, . . . , r.R i R i
Ž .  L2 e  0 for eery i 1, . . . , r.i
Ž .L2 The middle term E of the extension e is indecomposable.
Ž . Ž .L3 Hom N , N  0 for eery i 1, . . . , r.R 0 i
Ž .L4 N , . . . , N are pairwise orthogonal.1 r
Ž . Ž Ž ..L4 J End N  0 and N , . . . , N are pairwise nonisomorphic.R 0 1 r
Denote by  the full subcategory of mod R formed by the set of all
Ž .R-modules of the form E A , where A is in mod 
 . For the proof of the0 0 r
theorem we will construct the functor  : mod 
 with the following0 r
two properties:
Ž .i  E  id ,0 mod 
0 r
Ž .ii Ker contains no nonzero idempotents.
The construction of  needs some preparation.
Ž .3.4. Suppose that the condition L1 is satisfied. For any subset
 4 Ž . Ž  .I 0, 1, . . . , r and sequences n , n of natural numbers, thei i I i i I
Ž . Ž Ž ..isomorphisms End N 
 k  id  J End N , i I, yield the standardR i N R ii
isomorphism
Hom N ni , N n

i 
 M  k  M  J N , N ,Ž . Ž .Ž .   R i i n n n n R i jž / i i j i
iI iI iI i , jI
*Ž . I
where J is the Jacobson radical of the category mod R.R
Ž .Assume that also the condition L3 holds. Then for any R-homomor-
Ž . Ž . Ž ni n0.phism f : E A  E A , where A A : k  k , A0 0 i i1, . . . , r
Ž  ni n0.A : k  k are in mod 
 , we obtain the commutative dia-i i1, . . . , r 0 r
gram
r
n A n   0 ie : 0 N E N 0A 0 i
i1
  
0 ff f
r
 n A n   0 ie : 0 N E N 0.A 0 i
i1
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0  Ž n0 rNote that the homomorphisms f and f exist since Hom N ,R 0 i1
ni. Ž .N  0 by L3 . They are uniquely determined and therefore they de-i
pend functorially on f. By the above diagram each linear map
Ž . A Ž . A Ž .f x : E x  E x , x ob R, has a triangular matrix form
f 0 x  xŽ . Ž .
f x  ,Ž . ž /0 f xŽ .
Ž . r n iŽ . n0Ž .where  x : N x N x is a k-linear map with componentsi 0i1
Ž . niŽ . n0Ž . Ž . Ž x : N x N x , i 1, . . . , r. We denote by   f resp.  ,i i 0 i
. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .. .i 1, . . . , r the collection  x resp.  x , i 1, . . . , r ; byx ob R i x ob R
r rŽ . Ž . Ž . f   M k and by f   Mi 11, . . . , r n n j, i i, j1, . . . , r n ni1 i, j1i i j i
Ž Ž ..  Ž .J N , N the collections of matrices corresponding to f via * ;R i j 1, . . . , r4
Ž . Ž Ž .. and by f M k and f M J N , N the pair of matrices0 n n 0 n n R 0 00 0 0 0
0 Ž .corresponding to f via * .04
Ž .LEMMA. Let A, A be in mod 
 . Assume that the assumptions L or0 r
Ž . Ž .L see Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Then,
Ž . Ž . Ž .i if f : E A  E A is an R-homomorphism then the family0 0n ni iŽ .f :k  k of k-linear maps defines a morphism f : A A ini i0, 1, . . . , r
mod 
 ;0 r
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii if A and A are different then E A and E A are nonisomor-0 0
phic.
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Assume first that L are satisfied. Fix an R-homomorphism
Ž . Ž .f : E A  E A . We prove that0 0
f  A  A  f0 i i i
for every i 1, . . . , r, or equivalently, that all components cŽ s, t ., si
  4  4 Ž .1, . . . , n , t 1, . . . , n , of each matrix f  A 	 A  f M k are0 i 0 i i i n n0 i
zero. We use for this purpose the equalities
f x E A r  E A r f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where x, y ob R and r R x, y , which by definition in a matrix form
appear as follows:
N n0 r A rŽ . Ž . Ž .00f x  xŽ . Ž . r
n iž / 0 N rŽ .0 f xŽ .  i
 0
i1
N n

0 r A rŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0f y  yŽ . Ž .r
 .n i ž /0 N rŽ . 0 f yŽ . i
 0
i1
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Ž .Looking at the 1, 2 th components we obtain the equality
f 0 A 	 A  f inn  aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž r n i n0.. Ž .in Der R, Hom  N , N , where inn  is the inner derivationk k i 0i1
 Ž .4 Ž n0.defined by   x and  refers to the standard End N 	x ob R R 0
Ž r n i. Ž Ž r n i n0..End  N -bimodule structure on Der R, Hom  N , N . InR i k k i 0i1 i1
Ž . Ž Ž ni n0..fact, a is given by the equalities in Der R, Hom N , N ,k k i 0
r
0 f  A  	 A   f  inn  , aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ii i j j j , i i
j1
 ni n

j Ž .i 1, . . . , r, where f : N N is the j, i th component of the R-ho-j, i i j
 r n i r n

j Ž .momorphism f : N  N and inn  is the inner deriva-i j ii1 j1
tion defined by  .i
 0 Writing f  f  id  f , f  f  id  f , i 1, . . . , r, by basic0 N 0 i, i i N i, i0 i
Ž .properties of the multiplicative structures of k-derivations and L4 we
have
   f  A 	 A  f   A   f 	 f  A   inn  bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . i0 i i i i i i i , i 0 i i i
  4for every i 1, . . . , r. It is not hard to see that for any s 1, . . . , n and0
 4 Ž .t 1, . . . , n , b yields the equality of the formi i
Ž .s , tŽ s , t . Ž s , t . Ž s , t .     c e  e u 	 e bŽ . ii i i i i i
1 Ž . Ž s, t . Ž Ž .. Ž s, t . Ž Ž ..in Ext N , N , where   J End N and u  J End N .R i 0 i R 0 i R i
 4 Ž Ž ..Fix for a moment i 1, . . . , r . Since J  J End N is a nilpotenti R i
  Ž Ž .. Ž .ideal and the class e is nonzero see L2 , there exists l l i  suchi
  l   l1that e J  0 and e J  0. Therefore, by multiplying the equalitiesi i i i
Ž .Ž s, t . l l Ž Ž s, t .b by J we obtain that J annihilates the elements c  id i i i i N0Ž s, t ..  Ž s, t . e on the right. This implies that each c is zero since otherwisei i i
Ž s, t . Ž s, t . Ž .c  id   End N is invertible, and this contradicts thei N i R 00 Ž s, t .  4   4choice of l. Consequently, c  0 for all i 1, . . . , r , s 1, . . . , n ,i 0n ni i 4 Ž .t 1, . . . , n , and the family f : k  k defines a homomor-i i i0, 1, . . . , r
phism f : A A in mod 
 .0 r
Ž . Ž .To prove i when L are satisfied we proceed in the same way. The
Ž .essential difference occurs in the analysis of the equalities a , i 1, . . . , r.i
Ž .Now by L4 we obtain first the equalities
r
   f  A 	 A  f   A   f  A   f  inn  , bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý i0 i i i i j j j , i i i i , i i
j1, ji
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and next the equalities of the form
r
Ž .s , tŽ s , t . Ž s , t .   c e  e w , bŽ .Ý ii i i j
j1
Ž s, t . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž s, t .where w Hom N , N  J N , N , j 1, . . . , r, j i, and wj R i j R i j i
 J .i
Ž s, t . Ž r .Suppose that c  0 for some triple i, s, t. Let w End  Ni R j1 j
be the automorphism with components w : N N , 1 j, j r, givenj, j j j
as follows:
id if j j, j i Nj
Ž s , t . Ž s , t .c  id 	 w if j j, j ii N i iw j , j
Ž s , t .	w if j i , j ij
0 otherwise.
  1 Ž r .Then the ith component of the extension class e w Ext  N , NR j 0j1
Ž .Ž s, t . Ž .is zero by Eq. b . But by Remark 3.1 this contradicts L2 since thei
middle term of the extension ew is isomorphic to E. Consequently, all
Ž s, t . niŽ coefficients c are zero and also in this case the family f : k i ini.k defines a morphism f : A A in mod 
 .i0, 1, . . . , r 0 r
Ž .ii Since the distinct objects in mod 
 are nonisomorphic, it is0 r
Ž . Ž .enough to show that if f : E A  E A is an R-isomorphism then0 0
f : A A is a 
 -isomorphism, where A, A are in mod 
 . Suppose thatr 0 r
f is an R-isomorphism. Then both f 0 and f are R-isomorphisms since
 they depend functorially on f. Consequently, by 6, Lemma 2.4 f is a

 -isomorphism.r
3.5. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Now
Ž .by applying Lemma 3.4 we define a functor  : mod 
 see 3.2 .0 r
Ž .Given an object E A in , where A is in mod 
 , we set0 0 r
 E A  A.Ž .Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Given an R-homomorphism f : E A  E A a morphism from E A0 0 0
Ž . .to E A in the category  , where A and A are in mod 
 , we set0 0 r
 f  f : A A.Ž .
It is easy to check the following.
PROPOSITION. The mapping  defines a k-linear functor  : mod 
 .0 r
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3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.3. To prove that the functor
E : mod 
 mod Rr
Ž . Ž .is a representation embedding it is enough to show that 3.3 i and 3.3 ii
Ž . Ž .hold. Indeed, 3.3 i is trivially satisfied by the construction  , and 3.3 ii
follows from the nilpotency of the ideal Ker . Note that the nilpotency
degree of Ker is bounded by the maximum of the nilpotency degrees of
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž r ..J End N and J End  N .R 0 R jj1
To complete the proof observe that by its very construction the functor
² :  E preserves parameterizing k x, y -families in the sense of 26 , where
² :k x, y is a free associative algebra in two noncommuting variables.
Therefore if r 5 then R is wild.
3.7. We finish this section with a formulation of some straightforward
Ž .cf. Remark 3.1 but useful consequences of Theorem 3.3.
COROLLARY. Let M be an indecomposable R-module and M be an0
Ž .indecomposable submodule of M such that Hom M , MM  0. SupposeR 0 0
that MM decomposes into a direct sum MM r M of nonisomor-0 0 ii1
Ž . Ž Ž ..phic indecomposable R-modules M and End M J End M 
 k fori R i R i
eery i 0, 1, . . . , r. If R-modules M , . . . , M are pairwise orthogonal or1 r
Ž .End M 
 k then there exists a faithful representation embeddingR 0
E : mod 
 mod R, in particular, R is wild for r 5.r
4. GLUING AND EXCISION OF INDECOMPOSABLE
MODULES AND NEIGHBOURHOODS
4.1. We recall first a basic decomposition property for locally finite-
Ž  .dimensional modules over a locally bounded k-category R see 12, 6 .
Ž .PROPOSITION. i A module M in Mod R is indecomposable if and only if
Ž .its endomorphism algebra End M is local.R
Ž . Ž .ii Each M in Mod R has a unique up to isomorphism decomposi-
tion into a direct sum of indecomposable R-modules.
4.2. The following elementary consequence of the uniqueness of
decomposition into a direct sum of indecomposables in Mod R will play an
essential role in further considerations.
LEMMA. Let C be a nontriial full subcategory of R and M an R-module
in Mod R such that M is nonzero. Suppose that for a full subcategory D ofC
R containing C there exists an indecomposable direct summand M D of MD
such that M M D . Then there exists an indecomposable direct summandC C
M of M such that M M .0 0 C C
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Proof. Take D as above and fix an indecomposable direct summand
M D of M such that M D M . Since M is nonzero, there exists anD C C C
indecomposable direct summand M of M such that M  0. Note that0 0 C
M D is isomorphic to a direct summand of M . Otherwise, M D is0 D
isomorphic to a direct summand of M  , where M is a complementary-D
to-M direct summand of M, and this contradicts the assumption M  0.0 0 C
D Ž .Consequently M M is a direct summand of M and M C C 0 C 0 C
M .C
 4.3. We recall the notion introduced in 7 which is essential for a
study of the objects of the category Ind R.
DEFINITION. Let M be in Ind R and C a full subcategory of R. The
full subcategory U of R containing C is called an M-neighbourhood of C
Ž .equivalently, a neighbourhood of C with respect to M provided there
exists an indecomposable U-module M U satisfying the following two
conditions:
Ž . UN1 M is isomorphic to a direct summand of M ,U
Ž . UN2 M M .C C
Ž .The M-neighbourhood U of C is called finite resp. infinite, connected if
Ž .the category U is finite resp. infinite, connected .
Remark. If U is an M-neighbourhood then M  0. If M  0 thenU C
any subcategory U containing C such that M  0 is an M-neighbour-U
hood of C.
LEMMA. Let M be in Ind R and C be a full nontriial subcategory of R.
Ž .a If C is contained in supp M then supp M is an M-neighbourhood
of C.
Ž .b C is an M-neighbourhood of C if and only if M is indecompos-C
able.
Ž .c Suppose that D, U, and V are nontriial subcategories of R such that
D CU V. Then V is an M-neighbourhood of D proided U is an
M-neighbourhood of C.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Assertions a and b are straightforward; c follows from
Lemma 4.2.
4.4. The following fact is crucial for the remaining part of the paper.
PROPOSITION. Let R be a connected locally bounded k-category and M be
Žan R-module in Ind R. Then any finite full subcategory of R which intersects
.nontriially supp M admits a finite, connected M-neighbourhood.
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 Proof. The proof follows from 12, Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.2
Ž     .see 8 for the full proof of 12, Lemma 4.2 for the arbitrary field k .
COROLLARY. Let R and M be as aboe. Then for any finite full subcate-
˜C ˜Cgory C of R there exists an R-module M in ind R such that M M .C C
Proof. Take any finite M-neighbourhood U of C and fix an indecom-
posable direct summand M U of M such that M U M . Denote byU C C
eU : MOD UMOD R the left adjoint functor to the restriction functor
U ˜C U U ˜CŽ .e : MOD RMOD U and set M  e M . It is clear that M
 
defined above satisfies the required condition.
4.5. Now we present a construction method of indecomposable mod-
Ž .ules from a given one so-called excision .
 4  4LEMMA. Let M be in Ind R, and let U and V be two familiesi i I i i I
of finite full subcategories of R with unions U U and V Vi I i i I i
respectiely. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .a U supp M;
Ž .b V is an M-neighbourhood of U for eery i I;i i
Ž .c for any i, i I there exists a sequence i , i , . . . , i  I such that0 1 n
i  i, i  i, and ob U  ob U  for eery j 1, . . . , n.0 n i ij j	1
Then V is an M-neighbourhood of U; in particular, there exists an M V in
Ind V which is a direct summand of M such that M V M .V U U
Proof. For every i I fix an indecomposable direct summand M i
Vi i Ž Ž ..M of M such that M M there exists by b . Consider aV U Ui i i
decomposition M  M into a direct sum of indecomposable V-V j J j
submodules. By the uniqueness of decomposition into a direct sum of
Ž .indecomposables in Mod R, for every i I there exists j i  J such that
M i is isomorphic to a direct summand of M . It is clear thatjŽ i.Vi
M if j j iŽ .UiM jUi ½ 0 if j j i ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for j J. Consequently, by a we have j i  j i provided U U is1 2 i i1 2
Ž . Ž .nontrivial. Then by c there exists j J such that j j i for all i I. It
is clear that the indecomposable V-module M V M satisfies the requiredj
conditions.
ˆ 4.6. Following 11 for any full subcategory C of R we denote by C
the full subcategory of R formed by the set consisting of all objects x R
Ž . Ž .such that R x, y or R y, x is nonzero for some y C. By MOD R weC
denote the full subcategory of MOD R formed by the set of all R-modules
M such that supp M is contained in C.
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LEMMA. Let S be a full subcategory of R. Then for any full subcategory C
of S the restriction functor eS : MOD RMOD S is full and
MOD R C CCˆ Sfaithful. If C is contained in S then e and the extension by zero’s
MOD RC
Ž .functor 	; 0 : MOD SMOD R induces an equialenceC C
MOD R
MOD S.C C
In particular, for a gien M in MOD R there exists a bijection induced by the
Ž .aboe functors between the set of all submodules resp. direct summands N
Žof M such that supp N S and the set of all submodules resp. direct
.summands N of M such that supp N S.S
Proof. The first two assertions are easy to check; for the proof of the
 last one we refer the reader to 11, Lemma 2 .
COROLLARY. Let R be an n-flower, n, defined by subcategories
R , R , . . . , R ; M an R-module; and N a submodule of M such that0 1 n
N M . Then N is a direct summand of M proided N is a R  R Ž R  R .0 0 0 i
direct summand of M for eery i 1, . . . , n.Ž R  R .0 i
Ž .Proof. Fix modules N in MOD R  R , i 1, . . . , n, such thati 0 i
ŽM N N for every i. Then we have supp N  R NŽ R  R . Ž R  R . i i i  R0 i 0 i 0
. Ž Ž . .M and R R  R see F2 in Definition 2.1 . Consequently, by R i 0 i0
the lemma each N can be regarded as an R-submodule of M andi
nMN N .i1 i
4.7. The second technique of constructing indecomposables used in
the paper is gluing of modules.
PROPOSITION. Let R be an n-flower with fixed full subcategories
 i4R , R , . . . , R satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.1 and S a0 1 n i 1, . . . , n4
family of full connected subcategories of R containing R . Suppose that0
 4 iM is a family of modules, and M is in Mod S , such thati i 1, . . . , n4 i
 M M , for all i, j 1, . . . , n. Then there exists a unique S-module Mi jR R0 0
in Mod S such that M i M i for eery i 1, . . . , n, whereŽ R  S . iŽ R  S .0 i 0 in i Ž j j Ž ..S R  S S  S  R , i, j 1, . . . , n; cf. Remark 2.1 2 .0 i1 i i i
Moreoer, assume that each module M is indecomposable, for i 1, . . . , n.i
Suppose further that one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
Ž . n ia there exists a neighbourhood U S of R with respect to alli1 0
M ’s, such that M M for each pair i, j 1, . . . , n;i iU jU
Ž . ib R -module M is nonzero and S  R is an M -neighbourhood0 i R i 0 i0
iof R  S for each i 1, . . . , n.0 i
Then the S-module M is indecomposable.
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Proof. By the obvious reasons we assume that n 2. All of the values
Ž . Ž . Ž .M x , x ob S, and M s , s S x, y , x, y ob S, are uniquely deter-
mined by the conditions in assumptions of the proposition. To check that
Ž . Ž . Ž .M defined above is an S-module we have to show that M sr M r M s
Ž . Ž .for any r S x, y and s S y, z , where x, y, z ob S. We may assume
Ž .that r and s are both nonzero since for any morphism t in S, M t  0
provided t 0. Consequently x, y belongs to R  Si and y, z belongs to0 i
R  S j for some i, j 1, . . . , n. Then either y is in R and then x, z are0 j 0
i iin R or y is in S and then x, z are in R  S . In both cases the required0 i 0 i
equality holds by the assumption and definition of M.
 4Assume that for a given family M of indecomposables thei i1, . . . , n
Ž .condition a holds. To prove that M is indecomposable fix a common
indecomposable direct summand N of all M ’s such that N MiU  R i R0 0
for every i 1, . . . , n. We consider two cases.
Ž .First assume that M  0. By the indecomposability of M and F2 in R i0
 4 Ž .Definition 2.1, for each i 1, . . . , n there exists exactly one j i 
 4 i1, . . . , n such that supp M  S . Since all supp M contain a nontriviali jŽ i. i
Ž .subcategory supp N, there exists j such that j j i for all i. Then M is
isomorphic to M regarded as an S-module, therefore M is indecompos-j
Ž .able see Lemma 4.6 .
Assume now that M  0. Note that M M for every i R U iU0 n Ž i. Ž i .1, . . . , n, since U R  U S U S U R . Therefore N0 i1 i i i
is a direct summand of M such that N M and Lemma 4.2 forcesU  R  R0 0
a decomposition MM M such that M is indecomposable and0 0
Ž .M M . Consequently, by F2 in Definition 2.1 M admits a0  R  R0 0
decomposition Mn M  such that supp M  Si for every ii i ii1
1, . . . , n. To show the indecomposability of M it suffices to prove that
M  0 for all i 1, . . . , n. Note that each M  i is a direct summandi iŽ R  S .0 i
of M i sinceiŽ R  S .0 i
n

i i i iM M M  M .iŽ R  S . Ž R  S . 0 Ž R  S . iŽ R  S .0 i 0 i 0 i 0 i
i1
Then, by Lemma 4.6, each M  regarded as an Si-module is isomorphic to ai 
i i i iŽ .direct summand of M supp M  S and S  S  S  R . Conse-i i i i i 0
quently by the indecomposability of M , M  0 for every i 1, . . . , n;i i
otherwise M is isomorphic to M  and M  0, a contradiction. In thisi i  R 0
Ž .way M is indecomposable provided that a holds.
 4Assume that for a family M of indecomposables the conditioni i1, . . . , n
Ž .b holds. First we prove that if X is a nonzero direct summand of the
n iŽ .S-module M such that supp X R  S  R then supp X is con-0 i1 i 0
Ž .tained in R and then XM hence M is indecomposable . Fix any0
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indecomposable direct summand Y of X as above. Then supp Y is con-
itained either in R or in S  R for some i 1, . . . , n. In the first case by0 i 0
the indecomposability of M and Lemma 4.6, Y regarded as an Si-modulei
is isomorphic to M for each i 1, . . . , n, since X is a direct summandi  R 0
Ž . of M M . Consequently, we have Y XM. In the second casei R R0 0
Y i is a direct summand of M i for some i 1, . . . , n, and by analogousS iSi i
arguments we obtain the same isomorphism, which contradicts the as-
sumption M  0.i R 0
To prove that M is indecomposable we show that for any decomposition
MMM	 into a direct sum of submodules either M 0 or M	  0.
Take any M and M	 as above, and for every i 1, . . . , n fix an indecom-
 iposable direct summand N of M such that N M .i ii iŽ R  S . i  R  S i  R  SŽ . Ž .0 i 0 i 0 i  i iEach N is a direct summand of M or M since M ii Ž R  S . Ž R  S .  R  SŽ .0 i 0 i 0 i
M for every i 1, . . . , n. Suppose first that all N ’s are directi ii  R  SŽ .0 i
summands of M  i . Then we have M 0 and by the first part of theŽ R  S .0 i 
n iŽ .proof M	  0 since supp M	  R  S  R . Suppose now that0 i1 i 0
there exists m, 1m n, such that N , . . . , N are direct sum-1 m
mands of M  i and N , . . . , N are direct summands of M iŽ R  S . m1 n Ž R  S .0 i 0 i
  Ž .clearly hence M, M	  0 . Then M  0, Mn i m i R  S R  SŽ . Ž .0 im1 i 0 i1 i
 0, and by the first part of the proof supp M R m Si and0 i1 i
n i Ž .supp M	  R  S , otherwise M resp. M	 contains a nonzero0 im1 i 
n iŽ . Ždirect summand X such that supp X S  R resp. supp Xim1 i 0
m i jŽ ..  4 S  R . Fix j m 1, . . . , n and present S in the 2-floweri1 i 0
form
m n
j j jS  S  R  S . i 0 i
i1 im1
  
j i Note that we have R  S  R  R  R  S , hence M m j0 i 0 i 0 i  R  SŽ .0 i1 i
   ŽM , M  0 resp. M m j n j n j j  R   S R   S R   SŽ . Ž . Ž .0 i 1 i 0 im 1 i 0 im 1 i
  .M , M  0 . Therefore the conditionsn j m jj  R  S R  SŽ . Ž .0 im1 i 0 i1 i
M  m j M m j , M  M  , M  n j  0;j S j S j R  R j Si1 i1 0 0 im1 ii i
M m j  0, M M , M n j M n j ;j S j R  R j S j Si1 0 0 im1 im1i i i
define two submodules M  and M of M . It is clear that M M Mj j j j j j
  and that M  0 since N is a direct summand of M which isjj j R  SŽ .0 j
 contained in M . Then from the indecomposability of M we havej jj  R  SŽ .0 j 
 n iŽ . M  0 and hence supp M is contained in  S  R since M j i1 i 0  R 0
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 M . Consequently, this contradicts by the first part of the proof thej R 0
existence of m as above. In conclusion, the proof of indecomposability of
Ž .M under the assumption b is complete.
Repeating arguments from the above proof one can show the following.
 4  i4Remark. Let R, R , S , and S be such as ini i 0, 1, . . . , n4 i 1, . . . , n4
 4 iProposition 4.7. Suppose that the family M , M in Mod S ,i i 1, . . . , n4 i
Ž .satisfies the following weaker conditions:
Ž .c M M , for all i, j 1, . . . , n,i R j R0 0 
Ž . d there exists an R -module X such that M is a submodule of0 i R 0
X, for every i 1, . . . , n.
Then also in this case there exists a unique S-module M in Mod S such
that M i M i for every i 1, . . . , n. Moreover, M is inde-Ž R  S . iŽ R  S .0 i 0 i
Ž .composable provided all M ’s are indecomposable and the condition ai
holds.
4.8. We will use in this paper also a more general version of the
gluing of modules over flowers.
 i4Let R, S , and S be as in the statement of Proposition 4.7.i 1, . . . , n4
 4Suppose that we are given a family of modules M , M ini i 1, . . . , n4 i
i Mod S , together with a family of U-homomorphisms f : M j, i iU
4M , such that f  id and f f  f for all i, j, ljU i, j 1, . . . , n4 i, i M l, j j, i l, iiU 
n i 41, . . . , n , where U is a subcategory of  S containing R . Denote byi1 0
nM the U-submodule of  M defined asiUi1
n
M x  m  M x : f x m mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i , j 1 , . . . , n4 j , i i j½ 5
i1
 4for x ob U and by  : MM , i 1, . . . , n , the isomorphism whichi iU
is the restriction of the canonical projection  :n M M .i iU iUi1
Ž i .  4 Ž . Ž .For any x ob S U , i 1, . . . , n , we set M x M x . For anyi i
Ž . Ž i.s S x, y , where x, y ob U S are not simultaneously in U, ii
 41, . . . , n , we set
iM s  y if x ob U, y ob S UŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i
	1 i x M s if y ob U, x ob S UŽ . Ž .M s Ž . Ž .i i i
iM s if x , y ob S U .Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . i j  4For any s S x, y , where x ob S , y ob S , i, j 1, . . . , n , i j, wei j
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..set M s  0 i.e. the zero map from M y to M x .
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 i4 Ž 4  4 .LEMMA. Let R, S , S, and M M , fi 1, . . . , n4 i i 1, . . . , n4 j, i i, j 1, . . . , n4
Ž Ž .4  Ž .4 .be as aboe. Then the collection M M x , M s define anx ob S s S
Ž . Ž . iS-module. The pair  , id yields the isomorphism M 
i M ŽS U .i ŽS U . ii
M i for eery i 1, . . . , n.iŽS U .i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We have to show that M sr M r M s for all r S x, y ,
Ž .s S y, z , where x, y, z ob S. We may assume that r and s are both
Ž i. Žnonzero, and hence x, y, z ob U S for some i 1, . . . , n by ani
.analysis similar to that in the proof of Proposition 4.7 . If all x, y, z belong
simultaneously to U or to Si U then the required equality is straightfor-i
ward; in the remaining six cases the proof is an easy check on definitions.
The second assertion follows immediately from the definition ofM.
Remark. Let M be in Mod S , M be in Mod S , and n 2. Then1 2 2 2
 4f  f yields a bijective correspondence between ‘‘compatible’’j, i i, j1, 2 2, 1
 4families f f : M M and U-isomorphisms f : M j, i iU jU i, j1, 2 1U
Ž .M . For a U-isomorphism f : M M we set  M , M , f 2 U 1U 2 U 1 2
˜ ˜Ž 4 . M , M , f , where f corresponds to f via the above bijection.1 2
4.9. Now by slight modification of the above arguments one can prove
the following generalization of Proposition 4.7.
 i4 Ž 4PROPOSITION. Let R, S , S, and M  M ,i 1, . . . , n4 i i 1, . . . , n4
 4 .f be as in Lemma 4.8. Assume that each module M isj, i i, j 1, . . . , n4 i
indecomposable. Suppose that U is a common neighbourhood of R with0
Ž .respect to all M ’s or that the condition b from Proposition 4.7 is satisfied.i
Then the R-module M is indecomposable.
5. THE SECOND EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR FLOWERS
5.1. In the proof of the main result we will need a stronger result then
Theorem 2.3.
THEOREM. Let R be a locally bounded category oer an algebraically
closed field k and M be an object in Ind R. Suppose that S supp M is a
Ž .nondegenerate n-flower maybe finite with fixed full subcategories
S , S , . . . , S satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.1 and that there exist0 1 n
M-neighborhoods C of S and D of C contained in S such that each category0
ˆ  4S D is nontriial, for i 1, . . . , n . Then there exists a faithful representa-i
tion embedding functor
E : mod 
 mod S.n
In particular, R is wild if n 5.
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5.2. In the proof of Theorem 5.1 the following fact will be used.
LEMMA. Let M be in Mod R and N an R-submodule of M. Suppose that
 Ž . Ž .4the set T x supp N : M x N x is finite. Then there exists an R-sub-
module N of M satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .a NN and supp N supp N,
Ž . Ž .b Hom N, MN  0.R
Proof. Fix M, N as above; for simplicity set NMN; and denote by
Ž . : MN the canonical projection. We prove first that if Hom N, NR
 0 then there exists an R-submodule N of M such that NN and1 1
Ž  Ž . Ž .4supp N  supp N consequently, T  x supp N : M x N x 1 1 1 1
.T . For this purpose take any nonzero R-homomorphism f : NN,
denote by  : NNIm f the canonical projection, and consider thef
following obvious commutative diagram with exact rows:
  0 N  M N 0
  
 f
 f  Ž .0 Ker    M NIm f 0.f
Ž .We show that N Ker   satisfies the required conditions. Clearly1 f
NN , and by the ‘‘Snake Lemma’’ we have the isomorphism N N
1 1
Ž .Im f  0 . This immediately implies the equality supp N  supp N since1
supp N  supp N supp N N and supp Im f supp N.1 1
To complete the proof of the lemma suppose for a moment that for M
Ž . Ž . Žand N there exists no submodule N of M satisfying a and b equiv-
Ž . Ž ..alently, Hom N, MN  0 for any N satisfying a . Then by applyingR
the first part of the proof we can construct inductively an ascending chain
NN N   N1 2 n
Ž .of R-submodules of M with the same support  supp N for an arbitrar-
ily large n. This leads to a contradiction since the length of such a
Ž .sequence has to be bounded by Ý dim M x . Therefore, for given MxT k
and N the R-submodule N of M with the required properties always
exists.
5.3. LEMMA. Let M, X be R-modules and Y be an R-submodule of M
 such that X M . Then Y can be regarded as an R-submodule of supp Y supp Y
Ž . Ž .X and Hom Y, XY Hom Y, MY .R R
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Proof. The first assertion follows immediately by Lemma 4.6. The
second is a consequence of the formula
Hom N, N	 Hom N  , NŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆR S S S
for any R-modules N, N	, where S supp N supp N	.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Fix an R-module M in Ind R satisfying the
Ž .assumptions. Treating M as object in Ind S see Lemma 4.6 we will
construct from M a configuration of n 1 indecomposable finite-dimen-
Ž .sional S-modules satisfying the conditions L in Theorem 3.3.
In the first step we construct an indecomposable finite-dimensional
S-module X and an S-submodule Y satisfying the following conditions:
Ž . Ž .a Hom Y, XY  0.S
Ž . 0b Y contains an indecomposable direct summand Y such that
Y 0  X M .C C C
Ž . nc XY Z , where each Z is a nonzero S-module of XYi ii1
 4with supp Z  S , i 1, . . . , n .i i
We start by constructing Y. By the assumption there exists an indecompos-
C Ž D . Cable direct summand M of M resp., M of M such that M C D S0
Ž D .M resp. M M . Denote by N the S-submodule of M generatedS C D0
Ž .by all k-linear spaces M x , xD. The S-module N is finite-dimensional
ˆbecause supp ND. Therefore by Lemma 5.2 there exists an S-submod-
Ž .ule N of M such that NN, supp N supp N, and Hom N, MNS
ˆ 0. We set YN. Note that Y M and supp YD. Now weD D
˜ E ˜ Edefine X. By Corollary 4.4 there exists M in ind S such that M M , E  Eˆ Eˆ ˜where ED S. We set XM .
By Lemma 5.3 Y can be regarded as an S-submodule of X and the
Ž . 0 Ž .condition a holds. The existence Y satisfying b follows now from the
fact that M D is an indecomposable direct summand of Y . For checkingD
Ž .c observe that supp XY S   S , since Y M . Then by1 n S S0 0
Ž . Ž .F2 see Definition 2.1 XY admits a canonical decomposition XY
n Z into a direct sum of S-submodules Z such that supp Z  S fori i i ii1
every i 1, . . . , n. To prove that all Z ’s are nonzero it suffices to showi
ˆ 4 Žthat, for every i 1, . . . , n , S  E D is nontrivial note that S  E i i
ˆ ˆ ˆ.D supp Z since supp YD and X M . Suppose that S  E Di  E  E i
ˆ 4 Ž .is trivial for i 1, . . . , n . Then we have S  E S D is nontriviali i
and S splits into a disjoint union of two orthogonal subcategories S  Ei
ˆ nŽ .and S D  S . This contradicts the indecomposability of M,i j0, j i j
ˆconsequently S  E D is nontrivial.i
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0 Ž . Ž . Ž .Fix X, Y, Y , Z , . . . , Z satisfying a , b , and c . In the second step we1 n
prove that the following holds:
Ž . 0d Z contains an indecomposable direct summand Z such thati i
1 Ž 0 0.  4Ext Z , Y  0, for every i 1, . . . , n .S i
For every i 1, . . . , n, denote by Y the S-module defined by thei
conditions
Y if j i ŽS  S .0 jY iŽS  S . 00 j Y if j iŽS  S .0 j
and by X the S-module defined by the conditionsi
X if j i ŽS  S .0 jX iŽS  S . 00 j Y if j iŽS  S .0 j
where j 1, . . . , n. The S-modules X and Y , i 1, . . . , n, are welli i
defined by Proposition 4.7 and Remark 4.7, and all X ’s are indecompos-i
Ž Ž . Ž ..able apply b and Proposition 4.7 a . Moreover, Y is an S-submodule ofi
X , X Y is isomorphic to Z , and by Corollary 4.6 Y 0 is isomorphic to ai i i i
Ž . Ž .direct summand of Y for every i. Now d follows easily from c andi
Remark 3.1 applied to the exact sequences
0 Y  X  Z i 0,i i
i 1, . . . , n.
To complete the proof fix indecomposable direct summands Z 0 of Zi i
Ž .   1 Ž 0 0.satisfying d and nonzero elements e  Ext Z , Y , i 1, . . . , n. Theni S i
0 0 0 Ž .the modules Y , Z , . . . , Z and the extension class e 1 n i i1, . . . , n
1 Ž n 0 0. Ž . ŽExt  Z , Y satisfy the condition list L in Theorem 3.3 k isS ii1
.algebraically closed! . Consequently, there exists the representation em-
bedding functor E : mod 
 mod S. The last assertion follows now byn
 13, Lemma 7 .
5.5. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let M be a sincere R-module in Ind R,
where R is an infinite n-flower with fixed full subcategories R , R , . . . , R0 1 n
Ž . Ž .satisfying F0  F3 in Definition 2.1. The by Proposition 4.4 we can
construct subcategories C and D of R such that C is a finite M-neigh-
bourhood of R and D is a finite neighbourhood of C. Since R is locally0
ˆ Ž .bounded, R D is nontrivial by F3 for each i 1, . . . , n. Now thei
assertion follows from Theorem 5.1.
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6. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Throughout this section we will assume that R is a locally bounded
Ž .category over an algebraically closed field k and GAut R is a groupk
of k-linear automorphisms acting freely on R.
6.1. We start with the characterization of an infinite cyclic group
which is crucial for the proof of the main result and motivates further
considerations.
THEOREM. Let H be a torsion-free finitely generated group. The group H is
cyclic if and only if H satisfies the following two conditions:
Ž .  Ž . a for any nontriial subgroup H of H the index N H : H of HH
Ž .in the normalizer N H is finite,H
Ž .b for any two cyclic subgroups H , H of H the intersection H H1 2 1 2
is a nontriial subgroup of H.
The proof needs some preparation.
6.2. The following fact is crucial for the proof of the above theorem.
Ž .PROPOSITION. Let H be a torsion-free finitely generated group. Suppose
that H contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup C such that the factor group
HC is finite. Then H is an infinite cyclic group.
Proof. Fix H as above. The proof that H satisfies the assertion consists
Ž .in three steps. First we prove that the centralizer Z C of C in H isH
equal to H.
Ž . 	1 Ž .For any element hH the inner automorphism h 	 h Aut G
Ž . Žinduces the automorphism  Aut C 
  C
  and C is a normalh 2
.subgroup of H . We show that   id for every hH. Suppose for ah C
Ž .	1 Ž .moment that   	 for hH in fact, hH  C . Fix any positiveh
m Ž .m such that h belongs to C this exists by the assumptions . Then
m m 	1 Ž m. 	mwe have h  hh h   h  h and consequently h is a torsionh
Ž .nontrivial element in H, a contradiction. In this way we have proved that
Ž .Z C H.H
Next we prove that the factor group HHC is abelian.
We apply here elementary properties of cohomology groups of a finite
Ž .group. Note first that since Z C H the class of the canonical exten-H
sion
e CHH e
of H by C can be treated as an element of the second cohomology group
2Ž .H H, C of the group H in coefficients in the trivial H-module C.
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Observe also that the connecting homomorphism in the long exact
sequence of cohomology groups of H, induced by the short exact sequence
Ž .of trivial H-modules
0  0,
yields under the identification C
  the isomorphism
1 2H H , 
H H , C . Ž . Ž .Ž .
i iŽ . Ž .This follows from the fact that all groups H H,  Ext , , i,H
 are zero. Note that the multiplication by the natural number H
i   H   Ext , H Ž .H
i i i  Ext H  , : Ext ,  Ext ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H
Ž  is simultaneously an isomorphism of abelian groups H  : is an
. Ž  isomorphism and a zero map H  :  is a composition of the
standard H-homomorphisms ‘‘diagonal’’  : H and ‘‘codiagonal’’
. :H  .
1Ž .The first cohomology group H H, is equal to the homomorphism
Ž .group Hom H, since  is a trivial H-module. Then interpreting
2Ž .the second cohomology group H H, C as the extension class group, the
Ž . Ž .isomorphism * is given by the mapping which to fHom H,
assigns the class of the extension

 : e C  E  H e,f f
Ž Ž . Ž . 4.where E  H  q, h H : f h  q  ,  is thef 
map induced by the canonical embedding CH, and  is the
map induced by the canonical projection HH.
As a result of the above considerations H is isomorphic to E for somef
Ž .fHom H, . Ker f is in a natural way a subgroup of E , thereforef
 the derived subgroup H, H of H can be regarded as a subgroup of H
Ž   . is abelian, hence H, H Ker f . Consequently, HHC is
abelian since H is torsion free.
Finally, we prove that if H is abelian then H is an infinite cyclic group.
We apply an induction on the number of cyclic direct factors of the finite
abelian group HHC.
We start by observing that if H is abelian then by the structure theorem
for finitely generated abelian groups H is an infinite cyclic group.
Ž .Suppose now that H is a cyclic nontrivial group. Then H is generated
by two elements c and h, where c is a generator of C and the coset h of h
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Ž Ž . .is a generator of H. By the first assertion c and h commute Z C HH
and H is abelian. Thus by the previous remark H is an infinite cyclic
group.
Suppose next that HH H , where H and H are nontrivial direct1 2 1 2
factors of H. Denote by  : HH and by  : HH the canonical1 1
Ž .projections, set HKer   , and consider the following obvious com-1
mutative diagram of groups with exact rows:
  e C  H H e
  
 1
 1  e H H H e.1
Clearly, C is a normal subgroup of H and by the ‘‘Snake Lemma’’ HC
Ž .is isomorphic to H . Then by the inductive assumption for H H is an2 2
infinite cyclic group. H is a normal subgroup of H with the factor group
Ž .H , hence the inductive assumption for H implies that H is an infinite1 1
cyclic group, and the proof of the proposition is complete.
6.3. The following consequence of the above proposition takes on
 special importance in the context of 6, Theorem B .
Ž .COROLLARY. Let H be a torsion-free finitely generated group. Suppose
 that H contains an infinite cyclic subgroup of C such that the index H : C is
finite. Then H is an infinite cyclic group.
Proof. Fix H as above. Then C hCh	1 is nontrivial for every hH;
	1 Žotherwise all cosets hch C, c C, are pairwise different for c, c C,
hch	1 C hch	1 C implies hcc	1 h	1  C hCh	1 and consequently
.c c . Fix representatives h  e, h , . . . , h H of the cosets set HC.0 1 n
Then the largest normal subgroup H of H contained in C looks like
H hCh	1  h Ch	1  C h Ch	1  i i i i
hH i0, 1, . . . , n i1, . . . , n
Ž Ž .	1 	1 .hcC hc  hCh for c C, hH . H as an intersection of a finite
Ž .number of nontrivial infinite cyclic subgroups of the infinite cyclic group
Ž .  C is a nontrivial infinite cyclic subgroup of C, hence C : H is finite.
   Consequently, H : H is finite since so is H : C , and the assertion
follows immediately from the previous proposition.
6.4. Proof of Theorem 6.1. It is clear that an infinite cyclic group
Ž . Ž .satisfies both conditions a and b . To prove the implication in the
Ž .opposite direction we show that if a finitely generated group H satisfies a
Ž .and b then H contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup C such that
HC is finite.
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 4Fix a set of generators h , . . . , h of H. For every i 1, . . . , n,1 n i1, . . . , n
² : Ž .denote by h the infinite cyclic group generated by h . Then by b thei i
² : ² : Ž .intersection h   h is a nontrivial infinite cyclic subgroup of1 n
² : ² : ² :H. Fix a generator c of h   h . We show that the subgroup c1 n
Ž .is centralized so normalized by all elements of H. For every i 1, . . . , n,
there exists n  such that hni c. Then h ch	1  h hni h	1  hni ci i i i i i i i
Ž² :. Ž .for all i’s, and consequently Z c H. Now by a the factor groupH
² : ² :H c is finite. Thus C c satisfies the required conditions, and
consequently by Proposition 6.2 H is an infinite cyclic group.
6.5. The following result plays an essential role in the proof of the
main theorem.
THEOREM. Let B be an R-module in Ind R and H be a subgroup of G
Ž Ž . .stabilizing supp B i.e., h supp B  supp B for eery hH such that
supp B consists of finitely many H-orbits in R. Suppose that H contains a
subgroup H satisfying the following two conditions:
Ž .  Ž . a the index N H : H is infinite,H
Ž .b H contains an infinite finitely generated subgroup H .0
Then R is wild.
Proof. Fix B and H, H, H satisfying the above assumptions. Our aim0
is to construct an indecomposable module B over some subcategory of
supp B such that supp B is an infinite 5-flower. Set S supp B and
Ž .NN H for simplicity. From now on we will treat B as an indecom-H
Ž . Ž .posable S-module see Lemma 4.6 . Fix a finite set S of representativeso
of H-orbits in S, generators h , . . . , h of the subgroup H , and a finite,1 s 0
connected B-neighbourhood V of the subcategory U S  h S  o 1 o
Ž .h S see Proposition 4.4 .s o
ˆ 4Set W hH : ob hS  ob V . Theno
for g , hH the subcategories gV and hV are orthogonal
provided gW hW, *Ž .
 ˆsince hV hV hWS and gV gWS .o o
Note also that for any finite subset A of G there exists an element
Ž 	1gN such that HgWHAW WW is finite and the set of right
.cosets N modulo H is infinite .
Applying the above remark we inductively construct elements g  e,1
g , . . . , g N such that the sets Hg W, i 1, . . . , 5, are pairwise disjoint.2 5 i
Ž .Consequently, by * the subcategories g H V, i 1, . . . , 5, are pairwisei 0
orthogonal since g H V g HVHg V.i 0 i i
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For every i 2, . . . , 5 fix a finite, connected B-neighbourhood V ofi
Ž .U  S  g S see Proposition 4.4 . It is not hard to check that thei o i o
 4  4  4families U  g hU and V i i 2, . . . , 5 i h H , i 1, . . . , 5 i i 2, . . . , 50
 4g hV of subcategories of S satisfy the assumptions of Lemmai h H , i1, . . . , 50 5 54.5. Consequently, the subcategory V g H V V is a B-i1 i 0 i1 i
5 5neighbourhood of U g H U U .i1 i 0 i1 i
V VFix an indecomposable direct summand B of B such that B  BV U U
V Vand set B B . To show that S supp B is an infinite 5-flower observe
5that the subcategories V  V and V  g H V  V , i 1, . . . , 5,0 i2 i i i 0 0
define on V a structure of an infinite 5-flower. The category S inherits
Ž . Žfrom V this structure see Remark 2.1 since S contains U note that each
.g H U  V is infinite since H is infinite .i 0 0 0
Now the assertion follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 and 13,
 Ž .Lemma 7 S is a wild full subcategory of R .
6.6. Our next result constitutes the most important part of the proof
of the stabilizer conjecture.
THEOREM. Let B be an infinite G-atom. Suppose the stabilizer G of BB
 4contains two infinite cyclic subgroups X, Y such that X Y e . Then the
category R is wild.
The proof of Theorem 6.6 needs some preparatory facts.
6.7. Given an infinite cyclic group H with a fixed generator h we set
 l  4    4H  h : l 	n, n , for n, where n , n  l  : n  l nn 1 2 1 2
 4for any n , n   ,	 , n  n .1 2 1 2
LEMMA. Let W be a finite subset of a group G and X, Y be cyclic
Ž .  4subgroups of G with generators x, y respectiely such that X Y e .
Ž .   Ž  .i For eery i   	m , m resp. j   	n , n there exists0 0 0 0
Ž . i Ž j .m  resp. n  such that x W YW resp. y W XW .0 0
Consequently, for any p, x iW x pYW and x p y jW XW
   for all i   p	m , pm and j   	n , n .0 0 0 0
Ž .ii Suppose that A is an infinite subset of . Then for any n, there
exists an arbitrarily large p A such that x pY W Y W.n n
Ž . i jProof. i Note that by assumptions all elements x y , i, j, are
pairwise different. The existence of m , n is a consequence of the fact0 0
that x iW y jW if and only if x i y	j belongs to the finite set WW	1.
The remaining assertions now follow trivially.
Ž .ii Fix n. Observe first that any finite subset A with
  Ž .   2 Ž . pA  2n 1 W contains an element p p n such that x YW
Ž i j i j 	1Y W note that x y W Y W if and only if x y  Y WWn n n
 	1  Ž .   2 .and that Y WW  2n 1 W .n
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Now take an infinite subset A of  and fix a splitting A Al l
  Ž .   2into a union of pairwise disjoint subsets such that A  1 2n 1 Wl
Ž .for all l. One can construct an infinite sequence p of pairwisel l
Ž . pldifferent elements of A p  A such that x Y W Y W. In thisl l n n
way the proof is complete.
6.8. Proof of Theorem 6.6. Let B be an infinite G-atom whose stabi-
 4lizer G contains infinite cyclic groups X and Y such that X Y e .B
Ž .Set S supp B, HG for simplicity, and fix a finite set S ofB o
representatives of H-orbits in S and generators x of X, y of Y, respec-
Ž .tively. From now on we treat B as an S-module see Lemma 4.6 .
 4Given a subcategory T of S and i, i, j, j  ,	 , i i, j j,
Ž j, j j, j. l Žwe denote by T resp. T , T the subcategory  x T resp.i, i i, i l i, i
l l l . y T ,  x T y T .l j, j l i, i l j, j
Fix a finite connected B-neighbourhood V of the subcategory U S o
Ž .  4xS  yS see Proposition 4.4 . Given p and m, n  weo o
Ž . 	n , n p 	n, ndenote by K p, m, n the category V  V  x V . Note that all	m , 0 0, p 0, m
j, j j, j Ž .categories of the type V , V , V , and K p, m, n are connected. Ouri, i i, i
goal is to construct, for some triple p, m, n, an indecomposable
Ž .K p, m, n -module B such that supp B is a 6-flower satisfying the assump-
tions of Theorem 5.1.
ˆ 4Set W hH : ob hS  ob V and fix m , n  such thato 0 0
i j  x W YW and XW y W for all i   	m , m and j 0 0
  Ž . Ž . 	n , n see Lemma 6.7 . Then by * in the proof of Theorem 6.5 the0 0
j,  	,	j Ž .subcategories XV and V  V resp. YV and V  V , and	 ,	i i, 
consequently V j,  V	 ,	j and V  V , are orthogonal for all i,	 ,	i i, 
j such that im and j n .0 0
Ž . i ŽDenote by  resp.  the greatest i such that V and x V resp.x y
i . Ž .y V are not disjoint and by w resp. w the greatest i such that Vx y
i Ž i .and x V resp. y V are not orthogonal. These numbers exist since S is
locally bounded and H acts freely on S. They satisfy the inequality
Ž .w   1 resp. w   1 since U V.x x y y
1 1Fix numbers m , n  such that m m , w and n  n , w .1 1 1 0 x 1 0 y2 2
	 ,  Ž .Then the category V  XV YV , with the structure defined by the	 , 
	,  Ž n1,  	,	n1.subcategories V  V  V  V  V  V ,	,  	,	m m , 1 1n1,  	,	n1 ŽV , V , V , and V , is an infinite 4-flower note that	 ,	m m , 1 1	n 11 , n1	1 .V V V . In consequence, each connected subcategory	m 1, m 	11 1	j , j  4V , i, i, j, j  , i, im , j, j n , is equipped with the	i , i 1 1
standard nondegenerate, induced from V	 , , 4-flower structure such that	 , 
Ž 	j , j. Ž .V  V see Remark 2.1 .	i , i 0
	 ,  Ž i i .Note that by Lemma 4.5 the category V  x V y V	 ,  i i
	 ,  Ž i i .is a B-neighbourhood of U  x U y U . The assump-	 ,  i i
Ž . i i1 i i1tion c is satisfied since x U x U and y U y U are nontrivial for
Ž . Ž .every i , a and b follow easily by the definitions of U, V, and S. Fix
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an indecomposable direct summand B of B 	 , such that B 	 ,V U	 , 	,
	 ,B . We will use B for the construction of the announced module B.U	 ,
For this purpose we analyse a decomposition B  B into a X V j J j
direct sum of indecomposable XV-modules.
  First we prove that J  dim B . It suffices to show thatk V X V
B  0 for every j J. Fix j J and suppose that B  0.jV X V jV X V
Then supp B is contained in the union V  V , which is orthogo-j 	,	m m , 1 1
nal to YV. By Lemma 4.6 applied to the direct summand B ofjŽ X V Y V .
B , the XV-module B can be extended by zeros to a nonzeroŽ X V Y V . j
Ž .direct summand of the XV XY -module B. By indecomposability of
B this summand is isomorphic to B, a contradiction, since XU YU
supp B and U V XV. Consequently, B  0 for every j J.jV X V
Next we show that each XV-module B , j J, is an X-atom. Thej
XV-module B is a direct summand of B . The group X stabilizes X V  X V
XV and X  X. Clearly supp B is contained in a union of a finiteŽ B .  X V X V number of X-orbits in S. Now the claim follows by 12, 2.3; 6, Corollary
2.4 .
 4Set J  j J : dim B   and J J  J . Then the intersection0 k j 0
Ž .X  X of stabilizers of all infinite X-atoms B , j J is a0 j J  B jj
Ž .nontrivial cyclic subgroup of an infinite cyclic group X, since J is finite
and all X ’s are nontrivial.Bj
Denote by r the positive natural number such that x r generates X , fix0
Ž .m , m m , such that the union  supp B  V XV is2 2 1 j J j0
contained in V and set m m   1, m m  w . It is	m , m 3 2 x 4 3 x2 2 easily seen that for any l, l 2m , the subcategory V4 m , l	 m4 4
Ž .K l,, is contained in V . Note also that for every p r,m , l	m3 3
p 2m , the modules B and x
p
B are isomorphic since3 V Vm , p	m m , p	m3 3 3 3
B  B , B  B , and X  X .V jV V jV , 0 Ž B .j J  j J m ,  m ,  	,	m 	 	m j J  j3 3 3 3
Ž .For any p as above we fix one arbitrarily chosen isomorphism
 : B  x pB .p V Vm , p	m m , p	m3 3 3 3
Now fix a finite common B-neighbourhood A of V , V , andm , m 	m ,	m3 4 4 3
Ž .V see Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.3 . Without loss of generality we
may assume that A V	a y , a y for some a , a , a m , a  n .	a , a x y x 4 y 1x x
Ž .Then for any p r, p 2 a  w the subcategories K p  V ,x x 0 m , p	m4 4
Ž . 	,  Ž . 	,  ŽK p  V  V , K p  V  V resp.1 	, m 	1 m , p	m 2 p	m 1,  m , p	m4 4 4 4 4 4 Ž . Ž .  Ž . p 	,  .K p  V , K p  V , K p  x V  V0 m , p	m 1 	, m 	1 2 	m 1,  m , p	m4 4 4 4 4 4
Ž p .define a 2-flower structure on XV YV resp. XV x YV and the two
sequences of inclusions

	a , ay yK p  K p  V  A V , Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 m , m 	a , p	m3 4 x 4

 p p 	a , ay yK p  K p  V  x A x V , Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 p	m , p	m m 	p , a4 3 4 x
hold true.
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Fix finite B-neighbourhoods C of A and D of C, a finite subcategory
ˆˆ Ž .E of XV YV containing D XV YV , and a finite B-neighbour-
Ž .hood F of E cf. 5.4 and 5.5 . Without loss of generality we may assume
that all of them have a standard 4-flower form
C V	c y , c y , D V	d y , d y , E V	e y , e y , F V	f y , f y ,	c , c 	d , d 	e , e 	f , fx x x x x x x x
Ž . Žwhere a  c  d resp. a  c  d and d  2w  e  f resp.x x x y y y x x x x
. Ž .d  2w  e  f see Lemma 4.3 . We fix now indecomposable directy y y x
summands BC of B , B D of B , and B F of B such that BC  B ,C D  F D  A
D D  B , and B F  B . We establish for simplicity the notationC C  E  E
C  V	c y , c y , D  V	d y , d y , F  V	f y , f y 	c ,   	d ,   	f , x x x
and
C  V	c y , c y , D  V	d y , d y , F V	f y , f y .	 	 , c 	 	 , d 	 , fx x x
By Proposition 4.7 and Remark 4.7 we can construct two triples of modules
BC in Mod C , B D in Mod D , B F in Mod F and BC in Mod C , B D      	 	 	
in Mod D , B F in Mod F , defined by the conditions	 	 	
BC  B , BC 	c , c  B 	c , c ;y y y yV , V , V V0  0  	c , 0 	c , 0x x
B D  B , B D 	d , d  B 	d , d ;y y y yV , V , V V0  0  	d , 0 	d , 0x x
B F  B , B F 	f , f  B 	f , f ;y y y yV , V , V V0  0  	 f , 	 f ,0 0x x
and
BC  B , BC 	c , c  B 	c , c ;y y y y	V , V , 	V V	 0 	 0 0 , c 0 , cx x
B D  B , B D 	d y , d y  B 	d y , d y ;	V , V , 	V V	 0 	 0 0 , d 0 , dx x
B F  B , B F 	f y , f y  B 	f y , f y .	V , V , 	V V	 0 	 0 0 , f 0 , fx x
The all newly constructed modules are indecomposable since A is a
common with respect to B, BC, B D, B F neighbourhood of V such that
 C D F Ž .B  B D  B see Proposition 4.7 . Note that by Lemma A D C  E
C Ž C . F Ž F . D4.6 B resp. B is a direct summand of B resp. B and B 	 C 	C  	
Žresp.
D. F Ž F .B is a direct summand of B resp. B .	 D 	D 	
Set m f and n f . Using the two triples of indecomposable mod-x y
ules defined above we will construct for some p an indecomposable
Ž .K p, m, n -module B whose support is a 6-flower having the announced
Ž .properties. Note that a category K p, m, n does not necessarily have to
carry a 6-flower structure for every p.
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We show first that there exists p r, p 2 a  w , such that thex x
Ž .category K K p,, n is a 2-flower with respect to the structure defined
Ž . Ž . Ž .by the subcategories K  K p , K  K p  K , and K  K p  K.0 0 1 1 2 1
Note that by Lemma 6.7 there exists p r, p 2 a  w , such thatx x
p 	n, n p 	n, n Ž .Y W x Y W. Hence, V and x V are orthogonal by * inn n
the proof of Theorem 6.5. In consequence, K and K are orthogonal1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .  Ž ..since so are K p and K p resp. K p and K p .1 2 1 2
ŽFix any p as above. Then each of the subcategories C , D , F resp.  
p p p . Žx C , x D , x F inherits from K the structure of a finite 2-flower see	 	 	
. Ž . Ž .Remark 2.1 . The same holds true for C K p, c , c , D K p, d , d ,x y x y
Ž .and F K p, m, n . There 2-flower structures of C, D, and F using the
notation convention from Remark 2.1 are described by the splittings
pC C  K  x C ,Ž . Ž . 0 	1 2
pD D  K  x D ,Ž . Ž . 0 	1 2
pF F  K  x F .Ž . Ž . 0 	1 2
Ž C x
p C . Ž D x
p D .We show now that the collections B , B ,  , B , B ,  , and˜ ˜ 	 p  	 p
Ž F x
p F . Ž .B , B ,  see Remark 4.8 satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 4.9˜ 	 p
Ž . Ž C x
p C .and in fact b in Proposition 4.7. We check it only for B , B ,  ; the˜ 	 p
remaining two cases follow by analogous arguments. Recall first that
C  Ž C  .	a , a 	a , a 	a , a 	a , aB  B resp. B  B from the construction ofy y y y y y y yV V 	V V	a ,  	a ,  	, a 	, ax x x x
C Ž C . C Ž x
p C .B resp. B . Consequently, B resp. B is nonzero since K 	  K 	 K 00 0
contains the nontrivial category U . Moreover, by Lemma 4.3, K m , p	m 04 4
Ž . 	c y , c y Ž Ž p . p 	c y , c y . CC  V resp. K  x C  x V is a B - 1 	c , p	m 0 	 2 m 	p,	c x 4 4 x px CŽ . Žneighbourhood of K  C resp., is a B -neighbourhood of K 0  1 	 0
Ž p . .x C . One needs to apply here the fact that A is a B-neighbourhood	 2
Ž .  C Ž pof V , the inclusions * , and the equality B  B resp., that x Am , m  A  A3 4
x p Ž .is a B-neighbourhood of V , the inclusions ** , and the equal-p	m , p	m4 3x p  x p C .p pity B  B . Finally, note that  can be regarded as an x A 	 x A p 	 pxC Cisomorphism B  B and that K  V  C V 	V 0 m , p	m m , p	m m , p	m 3 33 3 3 3
x pC holds. In this way by Proposition 4.9 we obtain a triple of inde-	 pxC C C DŽ .composable modules B   B , B ,  in mod C, B  	 p
p px xD D F FŽ . Ž . B , B ,  in mod D, and F B , B ,  in mod F. 	 p  	 p
FTo complete the proof we show that the module B B satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 5.1. We start by observing that F carries the
natural structure of a 6-flower defined by the subcategories F  V0
p 0, n 	n, 0V  x V, F  V  F , F  V  F , F  V  F , F 0, p 1 0 2 	m , 0 0 3 0 4
p 	n, 0 p p 0, nx V  F , F  x V  F , and F  x V  F . Next we prove that0 5 0, m 0 1 0
C is a B-neighbourhood of F and D is a B-neighbourhood of C. Note0
C D F Cfirst that from the construction of B , B , and B we have B  B F  F0 0
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D Cand B  B . Moreover, B can be regarded as submodule of B ,C C C
C C
	c , cand by Corollary 4.6 B is a direct summand of B , since B isy yC V	c , p	mx 4
a direct summand of B F 	c , c and BC 	c , c is a direct summand ofy y y yV 	V	c , p	m m 	p, cx 4 4 x
F D
	c , cB . By the analogous arguments B is a direct summand of B .y y	V Dm 	p, c4 x
Now we are in position to close the proof. Set S supp B for simplicity.
Then the S  S F , i 0, 1, . . . , 6, define the structure of the 6-floweri i
	e , e p 	e , ey y y yon S. Note that S contains U U  x U by the construction	e , 0 0, p 0, ex x
of B. In particular, each S contains a subcategory of the form h U, wherei i
h  e, h  y e y, h  x e x, h  y	e y, h  x p y	e y, h  x pe x, and h 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
p 	e y ˙ ˙Ž .x y e m  , e  n  . Set C C S and DD S.x 1 x y 1 y
˙ ˙Clearly C is B-neighbourhood of S and D is a B-neighbourhood of C0 ˆ˙contained in S. To show that each S D is nontrivial, observe that fori
	d 	w , d wˆ y y y y˙ ˆevery i 1, . . . , 6, S D contains h U since D S V andi i 	d 	w , d wx x x x
Ž .e  d  w  resp. e  d  w  .x x x x y y y y
˙ ˙Since F, B, S, C, and D satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, the
Ž  .category F is wild, and consequently so is R see 13, Lemma 7 .
6.9. We need also a general property of G-atoms.
Ž .LEMMA. Let HAut S be a group acting freely on a locally boundedk
Ž .k-category S, S a fixed set of representaties of H-orbits in S, and HH So o
Ž .the set consisting of all hH such that S x, hy  0 for some x, y S . If So
² :is a connected category then H H. In particular, the group H is finitely
generated proided H has only finitely many orbits in S.
Proof. Fix any hH. By the connectedness of S there exist elements
h , h , . . . , h H, h  e, h  h, and objects x , . . . , x ; y , . . . , y in S0 1 n 0 n 1 n 1 n o
Ž . Ž .such that either S h x , h y  0 or S h y , h x  0 for every ii	1 i i i i i i	1 i
Ž 	1 .Ž 	1 . Ž 	1 . ² :1, . . . , n. Consequently, h h h h h  h h belongs to H0 1 1 2 n	1 n
since either h	1 h H or h	1 h H, for each i 1, . . . , n. Thus,i	1 i i i	1
² :H H.
The remaining assertion follows now immediately from the general
assumptions on S and H.
Remark. If S is connected and H generates H then S is connected.o
In the case S is connected one can construct S connected.o
COROLLARY. The stabilizer G of any G-atom B is a finitely generatedB
subgroup of G.
6.10. Now the Main Theorem follows immediately from the result
below.
THEOREM. Let R be a locally bounded representation-tame category oer
Ž .an algebraically closed field k and GAut R be a group of k-lineark
automorphisms acting freely on R. Suppose that B is an infinite G-atom such
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that the stabilizer G is a torsion-free group. Then G is an infinite cyclicB B
group.
Proof. Take B as above. By Corollary 6.9, G is a finitely generatedB
group. Therefore to prove that G is an infinite cyclic group it is enoughB
Ž . Ž .to show that G satisfies conditions a and b in Theorem 6.1. By theB
Ž  . Ž .assumption R is not wild see 13, Theorem . Then a follows by Theorem
6.5 since any nontrivial subgroup of torsionfree group contains an infinite
Ž .cyclic subgroup; b follows immediately from Theorem 6.6. In this way
Theorem 6.10 and consequently the Main Theorem are proved.
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